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Adapt  ing   “  O  ld-  T  ech”   F  unctionality to   N  ew   C  ommunication   M  edia:   The “Digital Privacy Screen” and   
“Video Swivel”

As video communications become increasingly ubiquitous, they will begin to replace the standard audio-only 
modes of communication. Unfortunately, what is likely to be a sizeable percentage of the potential market for 
these new technologies will continue to be wary of the changes, feeling the switch constitutes a loss of 
functionality. 

This proposal suggests two types of changes to current video-call technologies, especially hand-held video-call 
technologies, to maintain the functionality of audio-only devices, while providing an attractive selling-point for 
early-adopters. 

These changes reflect two areas, privacy and sociability, and respond to them with two implementations, the 
“Digital Privacy Screen” and “Video Swivel”.

Digital Privacy Screen

With regard to privacy, it will be felt by proponents of audio-only calls that, while there may be benefits to 
video-calling, any data sent beyond the image of the speaker him- or herself constitutes a breach of privacy.

Take for example Mr. Bell, a recently-divorced bachelor in his 40s working in a professional position. Should a 
new acquaintance or coworker call him when he is at home, he may not wish to immediately share details about 
the inside of his home, even if he may be comfortable with the idea of video-calling in principle. While the 
benefits of face-to-face communication are profound, the additional information broadcasted on-screen can 
change the tenor of the whole conversation. 

The Digital Privacy Screen blurs or otherwise screens any data pertaining to the location of the speaker, with 
varying degrees of privacy.

Mr. Bell's office-slash-exercise room may not be the most fitting place for an interview, but with even the default 
“frosted-glass” DPS, much of his privacy is maintained.

Furthermore, while primarily for privacy, the Digital Privacy Screen can also be adapted for greater 
personalization and promoted on that basis as well. Other demographics may see it simply as a way to express 
themselves in new and interesting ways.
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 Mr. Bell's chosen background, a classic representation of the English House of Commons, conveys a more 
professorial quality.

Video Swivel

Another problem with video-calling devices, especially handheld ones, is with conference-calling. While 
split-screen “hang-outs” are arguably functional for traditional, larger screened devices, the handheld phone has 
a convenience and comfort to it not afforded by its larger cousins. Yet a split-screen call divides the speaker's 
attention unnaturally, and in such a small form factor can lose its usefulness. Nevertheless, audio-only phones 
maintain a conferencing ability in a small form-factor.

Video Swivel addresses this problem by tying each speaker to a position in the caller's real-world space, 
allowing them to turn to speak to each caller almost as though they were in the same room.

As Caller A turns the phone relative to the room in which he or she sits, the image on the hand-held device shifts from 
Caller B (Mr. Bell) to Caller C (Mr. Tesla).
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While the audio remains open to all parties, the caller can now devote his or her whole visual attention to one 
speaker at a time, in the same manner as one would in person. 

Implementation 

Implementation of both the Digital Privacy Screen and Video Swivel would be relatively simple. For DPS, the 
technology already exists to intelligently determine the location of the speaker's face, and focal length data 
should be sufficient to determine an approximate outline of the speaker. A manual adjustment feature would be 
a useful addition. Video Swivel would require the device to have a rear-facing camera (as many handheld 
devices do today) which could then pinpoint and track its own location based on the changes in the image data. 
That this is entirely feasible is evidenced by the existence of digital “video stabilization” software, which can 
track in real time the movement of the image in order to present a stable video. 

Competing Technologies and Related Products

In the major private-user video-calling softwares, for example Facetime, Skype, and Google Hangout, a system 
like the DPS is entirely lacking. Much the same can be said of Video Swivel: its main competition, Google 
Hangout, employs a series of small video windows imposed over the larger one, which, while potentially 
effective for devices with a larger monitor, becomes less and less effective the smaller the user's device 
becomes. Video Swivel's advantage over this is the ability to make full use of the limited screen space in a 
simple-to-use, more natural interface.

Conclusion

With a minimum of cost and effort, the addition of the Digital Privacy Screen and Video Swivel technologies 
will allow the next-generation video-calling devices to make use of existing functionality – the privacy of 
audio-only phone calls and the convenience of audio-only conerence calls – while at the same time adding 
exciting new social functionality – personalized backgrounds and the ability to easily focus on one speaker at a 
time within a conference-calling situation. 


